
This webinar took place on Thursday 03 December 2020 and is now available on-demand. Please register or click "already registered" if

you've registered previously.

Chaired by Sir Neil McKay, this 1.5-hour webinar will help you to ensure that you are facing 2021 with useful knowledge of the potential

legislative change in ICS’s.

Our short updates will include:

How will new legislation enable ICS development

How Commissioning works in an ICS

Developing Provider Alliances in Place and System Collaboration

Key Workforce issues to address in developing an ICS

Capital estate developments in an ICS

Speakers

Statutory ICS’s? Planning for 2021
Catch up on our 'Statutory ICS’s? Planning for 2021' webinar. Chaired by Sir Neil McKay, this on-demand video will help you to ensure

that you are facing 2021 with useful knowledge of the potential legislative change in ICS’s.
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https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg30.jsp&partnerref=website&eventid=2849478&sessionid=1&key=DD66F74C64E9504E78F5C88C1A87A919&regTag=&sourcepage=register
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Charlotte regularly advises on complex governance and public law issues in the health sector. She

is nationally recognised for her expertise on CCG governance (in particular, CCG constitutional

matters) and is advising on the development of a number of CCG mergers and integrated care

system developments across England. Charlotte is also sought-after for her advice on information

law, particularly in relation to complex data sharing arrangements in the health sector. Clients

praise her pragmatic approach and ability to distil complex concepts into plain English.
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